Charisma Mind WorldWide OPC Private Limited
Presents
A Unique Blend of Life Transforming Sessions

POWERFUL WARRIOR – PART 1

Welcome to the World of Transformation and Breakthroughs

Why settle for less when you can be exceptional?!
Learn to connect to Universal Wi-Fi of manifestation Using Subconscious Mind Power.

Designed and developed by

Sheetal Vijay
Founder, Director of Charisma Mind Worldwide
High Peak Performance Coach and Trainer

Expert at Producing Results in a Session of 90 Mins for Life*

For any one associated with us , we produce results Holistically for Life, not just give
temporary fixes for the time being. We work on core roots for long lasting results.
Do You want to excel… at your work , relationships, health , academics , finances,
spiritual life or want everything?
If “Yes” then you are in the right place. We have the solution you are looking for

We at Charisma Mind WorldWide, get the best team of professional trainers across the
industry to groom your INNER being and prepare you for receiving abundance in all areas
of life working on your limiting beliefs and helping you reprogram yourself for success
as a whole.

What changes can you expect in yourself after the 4hrs intense program?
Understanding and experiencing the power of subconscious mind. Understand how
easy it is to communicate with the subconscious mind and make it your friend. Staying
unaffected from others negative comments . Past painful memories don’t affect you
anymore. Powerful relaxation techniques that help you stay peaceful and calm
instantly with practice.

WHY Us?
Charisma Mind World Wide is the only company that gives solutions at all levels of
human existence. We don't just give tools, but we blend both ancient wisdom as well as
modern researches by scientist and give the essence in our learning process to produce
faster results.
We bring to you, the art and science of Transformation with time-bound precision.

Additional Services Recommendation for exponential results:
Neuro Programming Session 90mins per individual which is charged separately
Solutions are also available for resolving specific issues, like Stress, Depression, Mood
Swings , Conflict Management, Anger, Frustration, Cyber Addiction, Drinking , Over
Dependencies, Smoking, Fears, Phobias, Inability to rest or relax, Unhealthy additions,
psychosomatic disease and autoimmune diseases , ADHD, OCD , Problems with trust ,
Lack of initiative, Suppressed talent, Venting out suppressed emotions, Chronic Physical
Pains, need to be accepted and liked, Releasing hurtful Past, improving Self Esteem,
Finding inborn talents and strengths, Finding the purpose of life, Neurological
alignment, Programming desired future, Developing relationships for a blissful living,
Painless Delivery , Programming Child for greatness, unshakable confidence , increasing
the intuition power, resolve blocks to receive money , overcoming fear of failure, being
in tune with your goals, choosing right people to work with etc

Other programs in the market

Our programs

Program ends and most of the things Skills taught are imbibed for a lifetime
imparted ends there
with new good habits formed during
the session
Expenditures incurred
temporary motivation

gives

you This is an investment that grounds you
in self-awareness for life

Gimmicks used to
participants fascinated

keep

the The sessions are imparted with the best
intentions to contribute value to
participants

A lot of free stuff is given to attract No free stuff is given, as everything
participants
shared is valuable and contributing to
your life for generations to come
Activities focused only on developing
your external self or a few areas of life,
giving you temporary fixes and
momentary satisfaction

Sessions filled with lots of powerful
mind techniques, that address your
overall performance and growth, while
transforming you subconsciously

Amature or inexperienced people are
also turning trainers teaching for
money without working on self nor
concerned about their participants
time or money

Passionate Professionals and Best
industry experts with tremendous
experience, train with dedication for
the upliftment of society and humanity
at large

The fee is too high compared to the The fee is peanuts compared to the
value added even if it looks small
value added for life per participant
The only information is parted which Experience of decades of several
is freely available on the internet too masters in the transformation industry
is shared fully, which helps you to
transform faster
PPT and fact sheets are displayed. Experiential learning happens that
Learning is theoretical
changes the limiting beliefs in your life
Different levels of training are there All in one program, where past is
are to learn like basic, intermediate, cleared, the present focus is natural and
advance etc
the future is designed too.
The trainer is commercial
knowledge is added

and The trainer is a sincere meditator and
guides you from inner wisdom and
intuition, to take ownership of your life
and create your life on your terms.

Meet the Mastermind, of the Team Charisma Mind Worldwide

Sheetal Vijay
High Peak Performance Coach and Trainer
16yrs Cross Domain Experience
Touched the lives of 1900+ students, women, entrepreneurs
and individuals across India
Mahila Ratna Award – March 2018
Shishak Ratna Award - Sept 2017
Performance Award – Jan 2015
Email: CoachSheetalVijay@gmail.com
Phone: 9686388387
Website: www.SheetalVijay.in

Certifications are Recognized by
American Board of Neuro-Linguistic Programming
And the International Hypnosis Association
Expert in delivering Transformation through
Training, Coaching Mentoring, Proven Support System & Scientific Tools
Pain Relief, Crack Stress , Solving Anger, Peaceful Sleep, Waning Anxiety, Peak
Performance for enhancing any skill, Personality Profiling to know inborn strengths /
weaknesses, Vanishing Depression, Unravelling Exam Fear, Life free from Medicines,
Emotional Blocks Release, Neurological Alignment, Overcoming Hurtful Past, Having
Harmonious Relationships, Business Development Coaching, Financial Freedom mindset
programming, Staying Happy with oneself / others , Business NLP, Exponential Money
attraction with NLP, Programming for Promotions , Preparing Mind Set to Crack
Competitive Exams and Experiential Workshops on Subconscious Mind & beyond, for 13yrs
to 70yrs of age.
For more details Visit Website www.SheetalVijay.in
For registration, please contact numbers below

Phone: 9686388387
Email: cmo.cmww@gmail.com
Pay fees to confirm your participating in the upcoming training program: Click here to Pay Fees
Note: We are looking for Franchise Expansions Across India, Contact & refer, if interested.
We are committed to maintaining quality and consistent earnings for our Participant Trainers in
TTT

Help us grow and serve humanity & earth better, as we contribute through our services towards the same cause
in our own small way, as much as we can and where ever we can help us reach the needy and serve better.

